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Yann Zimmer makes his first trials in NASCAR-series in the US: 
during his 1st day, he clocks an encouraging time, worth the pole-
position! 

 

Lausanne/Charlotte, December 15th 2015 – After a successful crowd funding 
campaign in May, Yann Zimmer, the Franco-Swiss driver in NASCAR-series, 
distinguished himself during first practices in NASCAR. On the South Boston 
Speedway, in Virginia, he got near to his principal objective: to be the first 
European driver to enter a professional career in this peculiar discipline of 
motorsport.  

Last week, Yann Zimmer gave an impressive debut during practice with team Nelson 
Motorsport, clocking a time worth the pole position in the Late Model-category. Yann was 
immediately at ease on the famous South Boston Speedway, an oval track long 4/10th of 
a mile (0,64 km), created in 1957 – a track, where the majority of professional drivers 
started their career. This circuit is considered to be a technical one, where the key to 
success lies in sheer speed, the top being attained on the straight line sectors lies around 
240 km/h. What matters, are the attention to details and a fluidic driving. 
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Barry Nelson, owner of Nelson Motorsports, a prestigious team within NASCAR, is happy: 
“Yann is a driver with plenty of talents and his place is in our team. I’m convinced that he 
will be able to gather around him the people who support him and who are prepared to 
join with us.” 

“In a team of such a high level, I could have felt the pressure – but no, everybody tried 
to put me at ease. I really feel to belong to a big family. I’m totally motivated and feel 
confident in this world which is new to me. Let’s wait till next February for the coming 
test sessions and March for the first races.” 

In order to finance the future steps of his career, his management team Racemax 
intends to launch rapidly an innovative financing device. A product, intended for 
investors who are looking for financial rewards on the long term. Sponsors seeking a high 
level of notoriety in the States could also take advantage of the exceptional audience 
achieved by NASCAR in this country. 

 
About Racemax 
 
Created in 2014 in Lausanne, Switzerland, Racemax is a boutique management agency specializing in sports.  
Racemax offers 360° management service from communication, legal, financial & administrative services along 
with career development, with a clear focus on building long-term relationships with young talents. 
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